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The #1 national bestseller and inside story of Steph Curry, the greatest shooter basketball has ever seen. Golden is the first book
to provide an all-access look at Steph Curry and the team that has fueled Dub Nation—by longtime Warriors beat reporter and Bay
Area News Group sports columnist Marcus Thompson, the go-to expert on all things Golden State. A lifelong Warriors fan turned
insider Thompson is uniquely qualified to tell the definitive story of a singular talent, pulling back the curtain on the crazy work ethic
and on-court intensity that make Curry great—and the emphasis on family and faith that keeps him grounded. Combining the
competitive grit and fun-loving spirit of his mother with the mild demeanor, easy charm, and sharp shooting of his father, former
NBA player Dell Curry, Steph Curry derives support and strength from his close-knit kin and his commitment to Christianity. This
hard-working, wholesome image however is both a blessing and curse in a League of big personalities. Thompson unravels the
complicated underpinnings of the Steph Curry hate with a nuanced analysis of how class and complexion come into play when a
child with an NBA pedigree becomes the face of a sport traditionally honed on inner-city black top and dominated by the less
privileged. With unprecedented access, Thompson draws from exclusive interviews with Steph Curry, his family, his teammates,
Coach Steve Kerr, and the Warriors owners to bring readers inside the locker room and courtside with this remarkable athlete and
man.
Presents the life, work, and popularity of Stephen Curry, a professional basketball point guard who helped the Golden State
Warriors win the NBA championship.
Heart Over Height tells the motivational story of how three-time NBA Slam Dunk Champion Nate Robinson combined an
unstoppable will with dogged determination to achieve his goals, and how those traits can apply to anyone facing their own
seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
Learn the Incredible Story of the Golden State Warriors' Basketball Superstar Stephen Curry! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone,
tablet or Kindle device. For a limited time, if you buy the print edition as a gift, you can keep the Kindle edition for yourself! An
Amazon Best Seller, Stephen Curry: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Sharpest Shooters, outlines the inspirational story
of one of basketball's premier point guards, Stephen Curry. Stephen Curry has had an electrifying basketball career playing in the
National Basketball Association. In this Stephen Curry biography, we will learn about how Steph became the star point guard that
he is today. Starting first with his childhood and early life, we'll learn about Steph Curry prior to entering the NBA, his time in the
NBA, along with his impact on the communities of Davidson College and Golden State. Steph Curry's success is not an accident. It
is hard to believe that a player who once was overlooked at every point in his career has made himself such an impactful and
influential player to the game of basketball today. Steph Curry has transformed the Golden State Warriors franchise from a lotterybound team to a perennial contender, spearheading the Warriors to a 2015 and 2017 NBA Championship over LeBron James and
the Cleveland Cavaliers. Following an MVP season with extraordinary numbers in the 2015-2016 NBA season, Curry became the
first player in league history to be a unanimous MVP. The future is bright for young Curry as he works to lead the Warriors
alongside stars Klay Thompson, Draymond Green, and Kevin Durant. Make sure to purchase a copy of this book today, as it's
updated through the 2016-2017 NBA season! Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Early Life and Childhood High School
Years of Steph Curry Steph's Davidson College Years Curry's NBA Career 2009 NBA Draft Rookie Season Sophomore Season
Injury-Plagued Third Year in NBA Rise to Stardom 2013-14 Season Steph's Selection to the 2014 All-Star Game 2014-15
Offseason and Early Season The 2015 All-Star Weekend Best Record in the NBA The MVP 2015 NBA Playoffs The 2015
Offseason 2015-2016 Season - Being the Best The Arrival of KD, Return to the Top of the Mountain Steph Curry's Personal Life
Impact on Basketball and Beyond Steph Curry's Legacy An excerpt from the book: We were all taught that children inherit the
genes of their parents. Their physical appearance and sometimes even their disease history become part of who we are. Most of
the time, we also copy their attitudes and mannerisms. In the case of Wardell Stephen "Steph" Curry, one cannot help but wonder
if he also inherited the shooting touch of his father, Dell Curry. An NBA pundit said that great shooters are not made, they are
born. The same can be said about Stephen Curry, to some degree. His father, Dell Curry, was always a great shooter. Dell tallied
a total of 1,245 three-pointers in an NBA career that spanned a decade and a half. Steph obviously got a lot of his shooting
abilities from the genetics that his father passed on to him. However, the younger Curry is not all genetics. He has taken what his
father gave him and raised it to a whole new level because of his insane work ethic. In a sense, Steph is a shooter who was born
to be made. Tags: stephen curry bio, stephen curry basketball, steph curry draft, steph curry dad, davidson college, facts about
stephen curry, sf warriors, stephanie curry, draymond green, dell curry, klay thompson
The Boy Who Never Gave Up is the inspiring true story of NBA superstar Stephen Curry. This Fully illustrated picture book
biography tells the story of a young boy who many said was too short to play in high school, too weak to play in college and not
good enough to play in the NBA. Against all odds, this small boy who follows his dream, not only makes it to the NBA, but
becomes one of the greatest players to ever play the game of basketball. Children's/Kids Picture Book Biography K-3 Be sure to
check out the new release: NFL All Stars 2017: Coloring and Activity Book for Adults and Kids featuring 30+ of today's hottest
stars including Ezekiel Elliott, Tom Brady, Julio Jones, Aaron Rodgers, Russell Wilson and so many more!
Now a New York Times bestseller! The inside story of LeBron James's return and ultimate triumph in Cleveland. What really
happened when LeBron James stunned the NBA by leaving a potential dynasty in Miami to come home to play with the Cleveland
Cavaliers? How did the Cavs use secret meetings to put together the deal to add star Kevin Love? Who really made the
controversial decision to fire coach David Blatt when the team was in first place? Where did the greatest comeback in NBA history
truly begin-and end? RETURN OF THE KING takes you onto the private planes, inside the locker-room conversations, and into
the middle of the intense huddles where one of the greatest stories in basketball history took place, resulting in the Cavs winning
the 2016 NBA title after trailing the Golden State Warriors three games to one. You'll hear from all the characters involved: the
players, the executives, the agents, and the owners as they reveal stories never before told. Get the background on all the
controversies, the rivalries, and the bad blood from two reporters who were there for every day, plot twist, and social media snafu
as they take you through the fascinating ride that culminated in a heart-stopping Game Seven.
In Epic Athletes: Stephen Curry, acclaimed journalist and bestselling author Dan Wetzel tells the inspiring, electrifying story of the
NBA superstar, beginning a new series of sports biographies for young readers! Featuring comic-style illustrations by Zeke Peña!
When you think of Stephen Curry, one word comes to mind: greatness. From shooting three-pointers with laser precision to his
clutch ability to hit buzzer-beaters time and again, he has established himself as one of the best players in pro basketball. But
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greatness was never a guarantee for Steph. The son of a talented NBA player, he dreamed of one day playing professionally just
like his dad. Yet Steph, who was always smaller and weaker than the competition, was told over and over that he would never be
talented enough to be a college star or NBA player--let alone the MVP of the entire league. Through tenacity and hard work, he
proved them all wrong and went on to dismantle the record books. With the high energy of a TV commentator, and featuring
dynamic comic-style illustrations, this engaging biography tells the story of an NBA All-Star and the path he took to achieve his
dreams. * "Wetzel knows how to organize the facts and tell a good story. . . an unusually informative and enjoyable sports
biography for young readers." —Booklist (starred review) A Junior Library Guild selection!
From the NBA’s most sought-after trainer and skills coach comes a “backstage pass to a part of the NBA that most fans never
see” (Pete Thamel, Yahoo Sports)—how superstars like Stephen Curry, Kevin Durant, Derrick Rose, Russell Westbrook, and Kevin
Love work to excel at the game. When Rob McClanaghan failed to make the Syracuse basketball team as a walk-on freshman, he
asked the coaches what he needed to do to achieve his goal the following year. They all agreed: get stronger. So that’s what he
did. For months, Rob traded fraternity parties and hanging out with buddies for hours in the gym lifting weights and shooting
baskets. He was single-minded; the only thing that mattered was defying the odds. He returned to Syracuse for his sophomore
year thirty pounds heavier and caught the coach’s eye. In Net Work, McClanaghan’s “experience, knowledge, and keen
understanding of the sport jumps off the pages” (Bob Iger, CEO of the Walt Disney Company) and he delivers what he brings to
each of his training sessions: the same grit and spirit that got him into the college game. He calls it “the grind,” and he knows that
without it, even the most talented players will come up short. McClanaghan pushes his clients hard; he does whatever he can to
drive his players to the edge and to simulate fourth quarter, at-the-buzzer adrenaline and fatigue. An all-access pass to the
practice courts of the NBA, Net Work combines McClanaghan’s hard-earned wisdom—both on and off the court—with rare glimpses
into the dues-paying life of professional athletes determined to stay at the top. McClanaghan shares stories of working one-on-one
with some of basketball’s greatest names, explaining how each athlete works to shore up his offensive and defensive
weaknesses; perfect his nutrition; treat injuries; build mental toughness; and find occasional refuge from the glare of the spotlight.
This book is life inside the NBA as you’ve never seen it, where players differentiate themselves by their willingness to put in
relentless “net work.”

"'I've never been afraid of big moments. I get butterflies. I get nervous and anxious, but I think those are all good signs
that I'm ready for the moment'" - Stephen Curry. Stephen Curry was intent in showing the world that he was not just
'lucky' - he wanted to show that he deserved to be playing in the Finals. He deserved to be the MVP. He deserved to win
a championship. He deserved to be recognized as one of the greatest players to ever play this game. From humble
beginnings, as the 7th pick in the 2009 NBA Draft that went relatively unnoticed, from having the one of worst records in
the NBA in his first year as a Warrior, from being cast aside by critics for being always riddled with injury, he was now on
the verge of ending all speculation once and for all as to whether his name deserved to be mentioned amongst the NBA
greats. All it took was just 12 more minutes, just 1 more quarter of basketball - with the Cleveland Cavalier fans booing
him, the critics doubting him and the whole world watching him - he would show them just what he's capable of to
succeed under pressure, a skill he has picked up and honed over all the years of his basketball life. After 12 minutes, the
world would come to know of the legend of Stephen Curry - being one of the greatest shooter's to ever play the game of
basketball. After 12 more minutes, Stephen Curry would be deemed a bonafide superstar. After 12 more minutes,
Stephen Curry wouldn't be known as the guy who got 'lucky' to be MVP - he would go from being just another all-star, to
being an NBA Champion and solidifying his status as an absolute force to be reckoned with in the league. Interesting,
engaging and easy to read, this book is about the rise of Stephen Curry, the Long-Shot, the MVP, and the Champion.
Get this book now and enjoy the journey of the greatest super star!
40 Inspiring Icons: Amazing Athletes introduces you to the top 40 Olympic athletes of all time with fun illustrations and
key stats and facts.
LeBron James has been a National Basketball Association (NBA) superstar since he joined the Cleveland Cavaliers as a
teenager in 2003. In 2010, after turning Cleveland into a winning team, LeBron left his hometown to play with the Miami
Heat. In Miami, LeBron and his teammates won the NBA Finals in 2012 and 2013. In 2014, LeBron returned to Cleveland
to try to bring a championship to the city. Read all about LeBron's remarkable journey.
Jose Altuve is the superstar second baseman for the Houston Astros. But when he first tried out for the team, he was cut
on the first day. People thought he was too short to be a professional baseball player. But Altuve didn't give up. In 2016,
he won his second batting title and was voted Player of the Year. Altuve works incredibly hard to keep his body strong
and quick—but he also loves to have fun. Learn how Altuve became one of baseball's best athletes and how he spends
his time on and off the field.
Golden State Warriors insider and bestselling author Marcus Thompson “paints a complex portrait and captures all the
multitudes of a dynamic athlete trying to carve his legacy” (Jonathan Abrams, New York Times bestselling author) with
this definitive biography of one of the most extraordinary basketball players in NBA history—Kevin Durant. The NBA has
never seen a player quite like Kevin Durant. Larry Bird wasn’t as quick, Magic Johnson didn’t have such a range, and
Michael Jordan wasn’t seven feet tall. Durant handles the ball like Allen Iverson, shoots like Dirk Nowitzki, and has the
scoring instincts of Kobe Bryant. He does it in a body that’s about as big as Hakeem Olajuwon. But ultimately, Kevin
Durant is like no one but himself. After an incredible first season with Golden State, Kevin Durant earned the coveted
NBA Finals MVP award: he was the Warriors’ top scorer in every game of the 2017 Finals, helping the team snatch the
title from LeBron James and the defending champion Cleveland Cavaliers. As a sports columnist for The Athletic Bay
Area, and longtime beat reporter covering the Golden State Warriors, Marcus Thompson is perfectly positioned to trace
Durant’s inspirational journey. KD follows Durant’s underdog story from his childhood spent in poverty outside DC; to his
rise playing on AAU teams with future NBA players; to becoming a star and hometown hero for the Oklahoma Thunder;
to his controversial decision to play for the NBA rival Golden State Warriors; to his growth from prodigy into a man, in the
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first true inside account of this superstar player. With his “gift for insight into people, in a way that might be sui generis
among writers” (Ethan Strauss, The Athletic), Thompson has written a powerful, moving biography of a modern-day
legend that is also an essential read for all sports fans—or anyone who wants to know: what’s it like to shoot for
greatness?
Presents the life of professional basketball athlete Stephen Curry, from his childhood to his rise to stardom.
Martin Luther King Jr. was an influential and inspiring leader of the Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s and 1960s. His
life, work, and death are brought to life for readers like never before.
Odell Beckham Jr.—New York Giants wide receiver—shocks National Football League (NFL) fans with his incredible
catches. In a 2014 game versus the Dallas Cowboys, Odell made a one-handed touchdown reception that earned his
game jersey a spot in the Pro Football Hall of Fame. But he is more than just a showman on the field. Odell was named
Offensive Rookie of the Year in 2014, and his performance only improved in 2015. Learn more about Odell's journey to
stardom.
Usain Bolt has been known as the fastest runner in the world since the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, China. The
Jamaican sprinter earned this title when he set a world record and took home the gold medal in the Men's 100m race.
Then he went on to win gold and set world records in the Men's 200m and Men's 4 x 100m Relay events. Usain will set
out to prove that he is still the world's fastest person when he competes in the 2012 Olympic Games in London, England.
Learn more about Usain's journey from his childhood in western Jamaica to the top of the sports world.
GET INSIDE THE MINDS OF ELITE SPORTSMEN AND WOMEN AND DISCOVER WHAT IT TAKES TO BE THE
BEST. THIS IS THE STORY OF SUPERHUMAN PERFORMANCE AND THE PLAYBOOK FOR THE SUPERSTARS OF
TOMORROW. Never have the best sportspeople seemed so far removed from the rest of us. So how are these
extraordinary athletes made and what do their achievements tell us about success? THE BEST reveals how the most
incredible sportspeople in the world got that way. It is a unique look at the path to sporting greatness. This is a story of
origins, training, luck and serendipity, as well as of sports science and cutting-edge technology. Packed with gripping
personal stories and interviews, you will discover how the best athletes develop the extraordinary skills and muscle
memory that allow them to perform remarkable acts without consciously thinking about them. THE BEST deconstructs
the myths, like the notion that 10,000 hours of practice are needed to make it to the top, and explores the hidden power
of the mind to reveal how athletes really think and process information during high octane competition. it gets inside the
minds of champions, deconstructing what athletes see during matches and explaining how they do what they do.
Drawing on examples and lessons from throughout the sporting world, this is for anyone who wants to know what it takes
to be the best.
Profiles the life and accomplishments of Oklahoma City Thunder forward Kevin Durant.
Many people believed NFL quarterback Aaron Rodgers would quickly become a star when he joined the Green Bay
Packers in 2005. But as the backup to Brett Favre, Aaron didn't get to play much during his first three seasons. When
Aaron took over as starting quarterback in 2008, he showed that he belonged on the field. Aaron led his team to the
playoffs in 2009. The next season, he guided the Packers to victory in Super Bowl XLV. Learn more about this amazing
quarterback's journey from his childhood in California all the way to Super Bowl MVP.
An easy-to-read, photo-filled biography of "Shaq" especially for young readers.
In 2019 Luka Doncic became the second basketball player from Europe ever to win the National Basketball Association
(NBA) Rookie of the Year Award. This Slovenian phenom's rise to stardom will keep readers turning the pages.
A legendary NBA player shares his remarkable story, infused with hard-earned wisdom about the journey to self-mastery
from a life at the highest level of professional sports Chris Bosh, NBA Hall of Famer, eleven-time All-Star, two-time NBA
champion, Olympic gold medalist, and the league’s Global Ambassador, had his playing days cut short at their prime by
a freak medical condition. His extraordinary career ended not at a time of his choosing but “in a doctor’s office in the
middle of the afternoon.” Forced to reckon with how to find meaning to carry forward, he found himself looking back over
his path, from a teenager in Dallas who balanced basketball with the high school robotics club to the pinnacle of the NBA
and beyond. Reflecting on all he learned from a long list of basketball legends, from LeBron and Kobe to Pat Riley and
Coach K, he saw that his important lessons weren’t about basketball so much as the inner game of success—right
attitude, right commitment, right flow within a team. Now he shares that journey, giving us a fascinating view from the
inside of what greatness feels like and what it takes, formulated as a series of letters to younger people coming up and to
all wisdom seekers. A timeless gift for anyone in pursuit of excellence, Letters to a Young Athlete offers a proven path for
taming your inner voice and making it your ally, through the challenges of failure and the challenges of success alike.
Introduces the life and accomplishments of basketball guard Kobe Bryant, whose high scoring game helped bring the Los
Angeles Lakers three straight world championships.
Discover the amazing achievements of fan favorite two-time MVP Stephen Curry in this brand-new, comprehensive biography.
Steph Curry is a two-time NBA Most Valuable Player, record-breaker, and Finals champion who electrifies fans with his incredible
on-court feats. He's also a dedicated husband, father, and philanthropist who inspires people on and off the court. Learn more
about this remarkable athlete in this biography, complete with stats and photographs.
Introduces the life and accomplishments of champion skateboarder Tony Hawk.
Kyrie Irving was a National Basketball Association (NBA) star before he played a game in the league. Kyrie was the first pick in the
2011 NBA draft, and Cleveland Cavaliers fans were anxious to see what the high-flying guard could do. Kyrie was ready for all the
attention. He scored almost twenty points per game for the Cavs and was named NBA Rookie of the Year. In 2014, Kyrie won the
Most Valuable Player award at the NBA All-Star Game. Read more about one of the NBA's best players.
"Presents the life of professional basketball athlete Stephen Curry in an introductory biography with a timeline and photos"-Page 3/5
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In life, just as in sports, you miss all of the shots you don't take. 'Shoot Your Shot' provides a unique and entertaining approach to
the self-help book genre by identifying the key principles that the world's most elite basketball players--such as Michael Jordan,
Kobe Bryant, LeBron James, and Stephen Curry--have applied to their lives and relates how you, the reader, can use those exact
same principles to help you navigate through life and realize your dreams. Divided into "Quarters" and reading as if you are in an
actual game, 'Shoot Your Shot' provides a never-before-seen yet effective and enjoyable approach on how to accomplish your
goals and attain success. By utilizing examples of techniques employed on the court, the stories of current and former NBA
players and personnel, as well as personal recollections from the author, 'Shoot Your Shot' gives you the winning formula on how
to live your best life. This book is perfect for any age, background, and standing in life!
In the last couple of years, Stephen Curry has reshaped the way basketball is played, been proclaimed the best shooter in
basketball history (with the stats to back him up), morphed into the baby-faced face of the NBA, and has been lauded by many
experts as the best player on the planet. In this fun, fact-filled biography, Playing with Purpose author Mike Yorkey shows how this
likable, humble, and soft-spoken basketball player is living out his faith using words only when necessary."
Epic Athletes: LeBron James is an inspiring young readers biography of the best basketball player of the modern era from
celebrated sports journalist Dan Wetzel! Featuring comic-style illustrations by Setor Fiadzigbey! Whether you call him King James
or simply LeBron, one thing is certain: LeBron James is THE face of the NBA. At just eighteen, and facing sky-high expectations,
LeBron headed straight from high school to the pros. Cool under pressure, he went on to shatter the record books and become the
most popular athlete in America. Yet nothing was ever handed to LeBron. As a kid, he had to move homes constantly, even
separating from his mother for a time. But through all the adversity, he took his natural talent and combined it with hard work to set
himself on a path to greatness. Filled with sports action and bold illustrations, this exciting biography tells the story of a living NBA
legend. Praise for Epic Athletes * "An unusually informative and enjoyable sports biography for young readers." —Booklist, starred
review for Epic Athletes: Stephen Curry
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and text highlighting for an engaging read aloud experience!
Although she's just 4 feet, 11 inches tall, Gabby Douglas made a larger-than-life impact on the 2012 Olympic Games in London.
Gabby dominated the gymnastics all-around competition with her flawless execution and amazingly high flips, winning gold by a
landslide. In early 2012, this pint-sized powerhouse was ready to quit gymnastics for good, but she kept going. Competing at the
Olympics at just sixteen years old, she became the best female gymnast in the world. Read about this incredible athlete's journey
from Virginia Beach to London gold.

Discover The Inspirational Story of Basketball Superstar Stephen Curry!Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or
Kindle device!You're about to discover the incredibly inspirational story of basketball superstar Stephen Curry. If you're
reading this then you must be a Stephen Curry fan, like so many others. As a fan, you must wonder how this man is so
talented and want to know more about him. Stephen Curry is considered as one of the greatest basketball players in the
world and it's been an honor to be able to watch him play throughout his career. This book will reveal to you much about
Stephen Curry's story and the many accomplishments throughout his career.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...
Youth and Family Life High School and College Career Professional Career and Personal Life Legacy, Charitable Acts
and much more! If you want to learn more about Stephen Curry, then this book is for you. It will reveal to you many things
that you did not know about this incredible basketball star!About the Author:Inspirational Stories is a series aimed at
highlighting the great athletes of our society. Our mission is to present the stories of athletes who are not only impactful in
their sport, but also great people outside of it. The athletes we write about have gone above and beyond to become
impactful in their community and great role models for the youth, all while showing excellence in their profession. We
publish concise, easily consumable books that portray the turning points in the lives of these great athletes, while also
giving the context in which they occurred. Our books are especially great for children who look up to sports figures.
Hopefully these athletes can serve as a source of inspiration and their stories can provide life lessons that are practical
for fans of any demographic.
"Captivating photos and lively text introduces readers to everything they need to know about stock cars."--Provided by
publisher.
Discover inspirational real-life stories of superstar athletes in this collection of sports biographies featuring LeBron
James, Stephen Curry, Tim Howard, and more! Team USA goalkeeper Tim Howard was diagnosed with Tourette
Syndrome in 6th grade. He went on to become a national treasure after single-handedly keeping America competitive in
the 2014 World Cup. Stephen Curry was told he was too small, too weak, and too slow to even receive a scholarship to
play college basketball. He outworked everyone and went on to become MVP of the National Basketball Association. Jim
Abbott was born without his right hand, yet he refused to be defined by what he lacked. He went on to pitch a no-hitter in
the Major Leagues. Athlete after athlete in this book found discipline, hope, and inspiration on the playing field, rising
above their circumstances. Filled with first-hand accounts from stars who exemplify the idea of enduring at all costs, this
collection of sports biographies will serve as a must-read source of inspiration for kids and sports fans of all ages. Praise
for Rising Above A Scholastic Teacher magazine Summer Reading List selection A Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Summer
Reading List selection "An easy pitch for middle school sports lovers."--School Library Journal “This collection of minibios about athletes who overcame major obstacles packs a powerful message—perseverance and passion pay off. Even
non-sports fans will cheer for superstars like LeBron James and Stephen Curry.”--Scholastic Teacher "So many of the
obstacles that these athletes share are retold using personal interviews and primary source material that young readers
will find very relatable. [T]heir stories have morals that are easily transferred to life off the court or the field. The highly
relevant message is that no situation is too dire or insurmountable with the right attitude and that young people shouldn't
allow setbacks to define them."--Booklist "[O]ften inspiring . . . The underdog stories reveal that dedication and
perseverance pay off, as well as that sports can serve as needed outlets and refuges."--Publishers Weekly "I would rate
this a 9 1/2 . . . it touch[es] your heart very often with the ways these athletes turn[ed] their lives around."--Colorado Kids
"The career of basketball star Stephen Curry is chronicled in this comprehensive biography, complete with stats and
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photographs"-Master your game from the inside out! With more than 800,000 copies sold since it was first published thirty years ago,
this phenomenally successful guide has become a touchstone for hundreds of thousands of people. Not just for tennis
players, or even just for athletes in general, this handbook works for anybody who wants to improve his or her
performance in any activity, from playing music to getting ahead at work. W. Timothy Gallwey, a leading innovator in
sports psychology, reveals how to • focus your mind to overcome nervousness, self-doubt, and distractions • find the
state of “relaxed concentration” that allows you to play at your best • build skills by smart practice, then put it all together
in match play Whether you're a beginner or a pro, Gallwey's engaging voice, clear examples, and illuminating anecdotes
will give you the tools you need to succeed. “Introduced to The Inner Game of Tennis as a graduate student years ago, I
recognized the obvious benefits of [W. Timothy] Gallwey's teachings. . . . Whether we are preparing for an inter-squad
scrimmage or the National Championship Game, these principles lie at the foundation of our program.”—from the
Foreword by Pete Carroll
In Epic Athletes: Kevin Durant, award-winning sports journalist Dan Wetzel tells the inspirational true-life story of an NBA
superstar in this thrilling biography for young readers! Featuring comic-style illustrations by Marcelo Baez! In 2016, Kevin
Durant shocked the basketball world when he decided to sign with the Golden State Warriors. Many questioned why one
of the league's best players would join a team that was already stacked with talent—didn't he want to make a name for
himself as the sole leader of a team? Kevin would have the last laugh, winning two championships and putting to rest any
questions about his incredible legacy. In choosing to tune out the noise, he instead set his sights on success, maintaining
the same winning attitude that has helped him achieve and overcome ever since he was kid. Even after his father
abandoned the family when he was a young boy, when he was told he was too skinny to make an impact in the NBA,
Kevin ignored the critics and forged his own path to victory. Filled with sports action and comic-style illustrations, this
inspiring biography recaps the life of one of the most talented scorers in NBA history. Praise for Epic Athletes: * "Wetzel
knows how to organize the facts and tell a good story. . . an unusually informative and enjoyable sports biography for
young readers." —Booklist, STARRED review of Epic Athletes: Stephen Curry
Learn the Secrets and Skills of Stephen Curry! Are you inspired by sports heroes? Do you aspire to the grit and
determination of professional athletes? Do you want to learn fascinating details about basketball legend Stephen Curry?
If so, Stephen Curry: The Fascinating Story of a Basketball Superstar - Stephen Curry - One Of The Best Shooter in
Basketball History is the book for you! You'll learn all about Stephen's life and rise through the ranks. You'll be thrilled by
his record-breaking performances and motivated by his struggles to surpass injuries and reach new heights! Read
Stephen Curry: The Fascinating Story of a Basketball Superstar - Stephen Curry - One Of The Best Shooter in Basketball
History right away! Do you want to shoot like Stephen Curry? Would you like some pro tips to improve your game? You'll
be amazed by Stephen Curry: The Fascinating Story of a Basketball Superstar - Stephen Curry - Best Shooter in
Basketball History. This isn't just an inspiring story - this book also describes Stephen's BEEF Basketball Training
Routine. You can start practicing TODAY - these drills are appropriate for players of all ages and skill levels! Don't wait
another minute to enjoy the story, skills, and legacy of this legendary player. Download Stephen Curry: The Fascinating
Story of a Basketball Superstar - Stephen Curry - One Of The Best Shooter in Basketball History right away! You'll be so
glad you gained this inspirational knowledge!
Presents the life and accomplishments of the female basketball player.
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